All your good faith inquiries,
one convenient tool
Audience

Providers
Discount programs

Good faith inquiries are an important part of ensuring 340B Program integrity.
Every covered entity is working toward the shared goal of ensuring this and other
drug discount programs work on behalf of patients. However, responding to
good faith inquiries can be challenging and time-consuming. What if you could
collaborate with many manufacturers from a single, seamless tool?

340B
Availability

Available now

Modernizing the good
faith inquiry process
Kalderos Review is an easyto-use tool that allows
manufacturers to work with
340B covered entities in “good
faith” to validate suspected
duplicate discounts.

Respond to
manufacturers quickly
and efficiently
Kalderos collects data from
multiple manufacturers and
payers so you don’t have to,
and houses everything you
need to confirm suspected
noncompliance within the
Review tool.

Ensure drug discount
program compliance
Review serves as a single source
of information to reduce the
complexity and administrative
burden of compliance,
expediting the good faith
inquiry process to support
program integrity.

to learn more visit www.kalderos.com

All your good faith inquiries,
one convenient tool
Benefits

Collaboration with all stakeholders

Historical data sets at your fingertips

Collaboration is crucial to ensure 340B compliance. Review allows
teams to work together and with outside partners to provide
responses to good faith inquiries.

Support your compliance recordkeeping with documentation and
details of all prior responses, which are easily accessible within your
Review account.

A single touchpoint for your good faith inquiries

A source of comprehensive data

We leverage our industry-leading algorithm to identify claims for
review, placing them all in a single platform.

Kalderos continuously analyzes and brings together data from your
state Medicaid agency and pharmaceutical manufacturers.

Key features

A clear claims summary

Simple response options

Claims suspected of being
duplicate discounts are loaded
into your account regularly and
organized consistently. You can
respond to inquiries efficiently
using the fully integrated tool
within your daily workflow.

Provide a “Yes”’ or “No”
response to each claim, or
utilize additional options to
ensure an accurate response.
Hit submit, and that’s it.

Integrated with
your workflow
Designed to fit with your
processes, Review provides the
flexibility to respond to inquiries
efficiently and in your preferred
file format.

Engage your whole team
Invite and collaborate with
other members of your
organization, as well as outside
partners, to review claims.

to learn more visit www.kalderos.com

